


African Savannah Mat 
(suitable for children 3 to 9 years of age) 

Contents of African Savannah Mat: 
• Guide to Presentation  
• 22 x 15” rigid canvas African Savannah Mat 

• 11 wooden African Savannah Mat Animals 
• African Savannah Sequence Card (8 picture cards and 8 text cards) 

• 9 African Savannah Mat Animal Tracks Stamps with wooden storage tray 
• Grammar Labels with wooden storage tray 

• African Savannah Mat Suitcase 
• Masters for the Animal Tracks Stamps and the Water Hole Map are available 

for download in our A - Z PDF Library on our website: wasecabiomes.org 

Additional Related Materials: 
(sold separately) 

• Africa Biome Cards - Primary 
• Africa Biome Cards - Elementary 
• Africa Biome Puzzle Map 
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Introduction 

The African Savannah Mat is the first in a series of biome theaters designed for use in both primary 
and elementary classrooms. The mat actively engages the child in learning about the grassland biome 
of Africa through dramatic storytelling and animal track stamp mapping of the action in the story. 
The mat can be used with pre-readers and readers alike. Grammar labels extend the work for 
elementary children to make their own sentences and stories.  The mat can be used in conjunction with 
our Africa Biome Puzzle Map and Africa Biome Cards (Primary or Elementary) to round out their 
exploration of the biomes of Africa.  

First Presentation: Dramatic Enactment and Sequencing 

You will need: African Savannah Mat Suitcase with enclosed African Savannah Mat, African 
Savannah Mat Animals, African Savannah Mat Sequence Cards 
Purpose: To introduce the grassland biome of Africa, called the savannah, with active 
engagement in storytelling. 

1. Take the African Savannah Mat Suitcase to a table. Explain, before opening the box, 
that there is a story inside about the grasslands of Africa. 

2. Open the box and take out the African Savannah Mat. Discuss the grasslands of Africa 
making sure to highlight the following: 

• The grasslands of Africa get very little rain - not enough rain for many trees to 
grow but enough rain for grass to grow. 

• The grasslands in Africa are tropical because they are near the equator and 
always warm.  

• Tropical grasslands are sometimes called savannah. 
• Water for drinking is found in rivers and at water holes.  
• Some animals travel many miles from one water hole to the next. Others stay 

near water. 
3. Take each of the wooden African Savannah Mat Animals out of the box and identify it. 
4. Take out the African Savannah Mat Sequence Cards. Put the picture cards out in 

sequential order (they are numbered on the back for control of error). Referring to the 
text cards, tell the story of the African Savannah placing the text card under the 
corresponding picture card.  

5. Invite the child to use the wooden animals to act out the story as you retell it. Point to 
each card as you move through the sequence of action. 

6. The child may refer to the pictures and reenact the story repeatedly on her own.  
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Second Presentation: Storytelling  

You will need: African Savannah Mat Suitcase with enclosed African Savannah Mat, African 
Savannah Mat Animals, African Savannah Mat Sequence Cards 
Purpose: To reinforce the sequencing and storytelling learned through the First Presentation 
and encourage the child to dramatically tell the story independently.  

1. After the child has practiced reenacting the story to the point of becoming familiar with 
the sequence of action, invite the child to perform the story and tell it at the same time. 

2. Once the child can confidently tell the story, ask if she would like to gather a small 
audience for a performance. Have the child tell the story on the circle, inviting 
classmates to play the different animals in the story and listen for the storyteller’s 
narrative to determine their actions.  

Extension: 
• Invite the children to elaborate on the story:  

• While the animals were waiting for the lions to leave the water hole, what did they 
do? Did they come up with ideas for how to make them leave? 

• Some animals, like zebras, live in herds. Should they add more characters to the 
drama by including the herds? Is there one zebra who is the bravest?  

Third Presentation: Tracks 

You will need: African Savannah Mat, copies of the Water Hole Map master, African Savannah 
Mat picture cards, African Savannah Mat Animals Tracks Stamps key, African Savannah Mat 
Animal Tracks Stamps, stamp pads, wooden African Savannah Mat Animals 
Purpose: To further the understanding of the action of the story and have the child map out 
the movement of the animals during the sequence.  

1. Discuss how a person might come to a water hole (if you are using the Africa Biome 
Cards and learning about the Masai, they would be a great example of who would visit 
a water hole on the African savannah) and find the tracks of animals that have been 
there. What would the tracks look like? What story would they tell? 

2.  Give the child a copy of the Water Hole Map. Note that it is a bird’s eye view of the 
scene (look down from above at the middle section of the African Savannah Mat and 
point out that it matches the Water Hole Map).  

3. Place the wooden animals at the top of the workspace. Look at the African Savannah 
Mat Animals Tracks Stamps key and match each track stamp to the appropriate 
animal. 

4. Ask the child what happened first in the story (or bring out the first picture card if 
prompting is needed). Who came to the water hole first? Stamp the tracks to show how 
it came. Stamp all of the animals coming to the water hole from the first picture card.  

5. What happened next? (Show the second picture card of the lion appearing if 
prompting is needed.) Make his tracks. 
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6. Work through the movements of the animals at each step in the story’s sequence. If the 
map becomes too muddled or confusing, you can begin using a new masters and 
label which parts of the story each map covers.  
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Fourth Presentation: Grammar Labels 

You will need: African Savannah Mat, wooden African Savannah Mat Animals, African 
Savannah Mat Grammar Labels, African Savannah Mat picture cards, blank colored labels to 
make new words 
Purpose: To practice grammar skills while learning about the the African Savannah. 

Please note that these lessons are not meant for pre-readers and the following steps are to be introduced 
in separate lessons. You can limit the number of labels introduced in each lesson and the exercises may 
be practiced independently between lessons. You may wish to fill the box with the parts of speech as they 
are introduced.  

1. Take out the black noun labels and match them to the things, places, and animals 
they name. This step may be repeated using the labels as sight words for reading 
practice. 

2. After matching the noun labels, take out the article labels (light blue) and “introduce” 
each noun with an appropriate article. Note that plural nouns require the article the. 
Make a distinction between the use of a and an.  

3. Take out the adjective labels (dark blue) and read them. Ask the child if that word 
describes any of the nouns. Have them place the adjectives with the matching noun 
and article to make a phrase. Experiment with placement to see if it makes sense.  

4. Take out the verb labels (red). Have the child perform the actions. Talk about the story 
of the water hole. Read a verb and ask who, or what, performed that action in the 
story. Find the noun to match the verb. Add an article and, possibly, an adjective to 
make a sentence.  

5. Choose an animal and place it in various positions in relation to the water hole (e.g.: in, 
at, or behind). Make a sentence such as, The cub is in the water hole. Change the 
preposition and change the position of the animal to match. Introduce the green 
preposition labels and continue to change the position accordingly. Choose an action 
verb such as walks and experiment with other prepositions.  

6. Take out the adverb labels (orange) and have the child perform an action, such as 
walking, in different ways. Build a sentence beginning with the action. Add the subject: 
Who or what performed the action? Next, add an adverb label: How, when, or where 
was the action performed? 

7. Take out the first African Savannah Mat picture card. Who was drinking at the water 
hole? Make a list using the conjunction and. Add the labels needed to complete the 
sentence. Read the sentence and note how many times you use the word and. Show 
the child how all of the and cards except the last one can be replaced by a comma. 
Experiment with joining phrases, verbs, and whole sentences with conjunctions (pink 
labels). 

8. Have the child make her own sentences to describe the story or some imaginative 
adaptations of the story.  

Extension: 
• After a lesson introducing grammar symbols, have the child symbolize and record the 

sentences made in step 8.  
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